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Abstract: This study aims to investigate the mechanisms by which firms’ strategic entrepreneurship
(SE) impacts the achievement of their collaborative advantage (CA) for sustainable supply chain
innovation. It includes a comprehensive analysis of the direct effect of SE on CA, the contingent
effects of organizational structure and collaborative networks on this impact and the interaction effect
of exploration and exploitation strategies under SE. An integrated conceptual model is proposed and
the hypotheses are tested by structural equation modeling (SEM) using survey data from 432 manu-
facturing firms in China. The results confirm the positive impact of SE on CA, which is moderated
differently by decentralized, formalized and specialized organizational structures. Meanwhile, verti-
cal and horizontal collaborations lead to different types of advantages, and firms need to balance
exploration and exploitation strategies across functional domains to achieve strategic ambidexterity,
which further improves CA and facilitates sustainable supply chain innovation. Theoretically, this
study is original in applying SE to the collaborative advantage in a supply chain context, while
taking into account the high complexity of supply chain collaboration with a contingency approach.
Practically, this study provides important managerial implications and specific recommendations for
different firms to achieve sustainability in supply chain collaboration and innovation.

Keywords: strategic entrepreneurship; collaborative advantage; organizational structure; collaborative
networks; exploration and exploitation

1. Introduction

Collaborative relationships in supply chains assist firms in reducing cost, improving
services, creating technological innovation, sharing risk, gaining complementary resources
and increasing productivity [1]. Collaborative integration of information technology can
significantly improve supply chain agility, thereby enhancing firms’ competitive advan-
tage. Additionally, collaborative innovation has proven to have a positive effect on the
sustainability of supply chains [2], and collaborative activities with supply chain partners
contribute to higher environmental performance, thus boosting sustainable supply chain
innovation (SSCI) [3]. However, the implementation of supply chain collaboration (SCC)
is a difficult and complex process [4]. It is “a paradigm based on collaborative advantage
rather than competitive advantage” [5], so if SCC does not bring about a collaborative
advantage (CA) to supply chain partners, it will inevitably be challenged, and as a result,
supply chain innovation is unlikely to be sustained. In other words, CA is an important
foundation for SSCI. In reality, most collaborations progress painfully and slowly, and
some even end up failing due to conflicts or mismatches in objectives, structures and strate-
gies [6]. This apparently does not favor the sustainability of supply chain management.
Traditionally, firms are often advised to build long-term and stable collaborative relation-
ships. However, actual collaboration between supply chain partners is usually context
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dependent and constantly evolving. This leads to a “coopetitive” environment where
partners cooperate behind the scenes yet compete when facing the market [7]. Therefore,
the complicated internal and external environment has been calling for a contingent view
to establish dynamic collaborative relationships and thus achieve SSCI through balancing
cooperation and competition [4].

The level of CA generated signifies whether and to what extent collaboration is
effective. When CA is absent or low, the positive impacts of SCC on firm performance
become limited or disappear [5]. This raises an important question for firms intending to
engage in SCC—how can they achieve a CA to maximize the effectiveness of SCC? However,
despite recognizing the importance of SCC, the current literature has paid insufficient
attention to achieving a CA. Bryson et al. (2016) proposed discovering CA through goal
categories and visual strategy mapping [8]. Mulyana and Wasitowati (2021) validated the
positive effects of collaborative networks on small- and medium-sized enterprises’ (SMEs)
performance [9]. Li et al. (2021) identified the mechanism for achieving a sustainable
competitive advantage through collaborative dual innovation [10]. Verweij and Satheesh
(2023) studied the theory of CA in public–private partnerships [11]. While these studies
reveal key factors for establishing CA, such as a supportive strategy, leadership and
culture [12], a holistic approach from both strategic and operational levels is still lacking.
According to the Schumpeterian view, entrepreneurship drives innovation and economic
prosperity [13]. However, for sustainable development, firms need both entrepreneurship
and strategic actions. Thus, the concept of Strategic Entrepreneurship (SE) was developed
by combining the disciplines of entrepreneurship and strategic management, encompassing
the elements of culture, leadership, resource management and innovation involved in the
entire value creation process [14]. In light of this, this study proposes that SE is a valuable
strategic option for achieving a CA and SSCI.

SE reflects a firm’s ability to reconfigure strategies to achieve long-term growth and a
sustainable advantage [15]. There are two main components of SE, namely an exploration
strategy and an exploitation strategy [16]. Through balancing these two strategies, a dy-
namic process is realized that promotes sustainable business development. From the level
of collaborative relationships, SE emphasizes networking and collaboration for accessing
resources [17], which also provides the basis for achieving a CA. SE drives firms to explore
new opportunities and exploit them through strategic actions [18]. This also provides
support for cross-organizational relationships that are fundamental for establishing a CA.
Additionally, SE is correlated with collaborative innovation [19,20] and can improve sus-
tainable supply chain management and enhance organizational performance [21,22]. Thus,
there are solid reasons to expect a potential impact of SE on CA. Meanwhile, drawing on
the strategy–structure–performance (SSP) paradigm and the extended resource-based view
(RBV), this study concludes that the organizational structure is a key factor influencing the
impact of SE on CA. Furthermore, collaborative networks can provide network resources
to facilitate the achievement of a CA in supply chains.

Therefore, this study explores the impacts and detailed mechanisms of SE on SSCI from
the perspective of CA. Specifically, it poses three research questions: (1) Do the exploration
and exploitation strategies under SE have a positive impact on achieving a CA? (2) What
are the contingent effects of organizational structure and collaborative networks on this
impact? Finally, (3) How can firms balance exploration and exploitation strategies to achieve
strategic ambidexterity and further promote SSCI? Through extensive interdisciplinary
research, this study develops an integrated conceptual model for achieving a CA and
proposes that both exploration and exploitation strategies under SE positively impact CA,
while organizational structure and collaborative networks have contingent effects on this
impact. Additionally, although there are different conclusions in the literature about the
relationship between exploration and exploitation strategies [23,24], this study examines
and confirms their positive interaction effects on CA. Accordingly, an ad hoc analysis is
conducted, and the results suggest that strategic interactions need to be carried out across
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the functional domains. As such, this study provides specific insights for supply chain
innovation research and supply chain management practices in firms of different sizes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review on SE,
SSCI, CA, and the theoretical foundations; Section 3 proposes the conceptual model and
hypotheses of the study; Sections 4 and 5 present the methodology and empirical analysis,
respectively; Section 6 contains the conclusions and implications; and Section 7 details the
limitations and future research directions.

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Foundations
2.1. Literature Review
2.1.1. Strategic Entrepreneurship (SE)

SE is entrepreneurial behavior with a strategic vision [25] and is an important strategic
resource that influences a firm’s direction and business philosophy [26]. Mazzei (2018) de-
fined SE as “organizationally consequential innovations within existing firms that involve
the combination/integration of opportunity- and advantage-seeking behaviors” [27]. It
combines a firm’s entrepreneurial and strategic pursuits to manage risk and uncertainty in
an increasingly challenging environment [17,18]. Firms with SE are inherently more inno-
vative, open and flexible. They are often committed not only to exploiting resources within
the organization, but also to exploring across organizational boundaries. Networking is
one of the key domains of SE, as it provides vital access to resources and opportunities [17].
Consequently, SE is considered as a fundamental driver of a firm’s survival, growth and
sustainable competitive advantage [27,28]. At the same time, the characteristics of SE pro-
vide an important supportive culture and foundation for the establishment of collaborative
relationships that may lead to a CA.

The process of SE is realized through exploration and exploitation strategies [16].
The exploration strategy is defined as “search, change, adventure, experimentation, play,
flexibility, discovery, and innovation”, while the exploitation strategy implies “refinement,
selection, production, efficiency, choice, and implementation” [29]. On the other hand,
the exploration strategy emphasizes broadening knowledge and building new networks,
and the exploitation strategy stresses accuracy and efficiency by strengthening existing
partnerships [30]. Thus, both strategies pursue innovation and collaboration, albeit through
differing innovation approaches and collaborators. These competencies are vital necessities
for firms to achieve a CA and SSCI.

2.1.2. Sustainable Supply Chain Innovation (SSCI)

As market turbulence becomes the norm, competition is no longer between individual
firms but between the supply chains in which they operate, and therefore the appropriate
competitive strategy is to build responsive supply chains [31]. While sustainability efforts
have primarily focused on individual market actors, supply chains have gained increasing
attention recently [32]. Research has shown that building supply chain synergies with
partners, such as suppliers and customers, is an effective way to realize the benefits of
collaboration and thus improve firm performance [5]. Meanwhile, supply chain collab-
orative innovation facilitates the sustainable development of supply chains [2], and the
implementation of collaborative activities can promote SSCI [3].

From an innovation perspective, SSCI is defined as a balanced innovation perfor-
mance across economic, social and environmental dimensions [33]. SSCI also represents
innovations implemented in the context of supply chains to meet the needs of sustainable
development [34]. The importance of SCC for a modern business strategy is therefore
heightened by the higher risks and uncertainties associated with in-house innovation alone.
Collaborative and open innovation has become an inevitable strategic choice for improving
firm performance, sharing risks and enhancing sustainable innovation ecosystems [35].
Firms with established supply chain strategies excel at integrating resources, including sup-
pliers, customers and internal assets, to positively impact operations [36]. As technology is
upgraded, firms like agri-food businesses seek digital and sustainable transformation for a
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long-term advantage [37]. The concept of a circular economy is another emerging trend
in sustainable supply chain management, where transparency and collaborative partner
choices greatly impact business models and value propositions [38,39]. SSCI requires
strategic management of SCC, such as designing, planning, organizing and controlling
collaborative activities, to create net value for partners and achieve a collaborative advan-
tage. Collaboration between interconnected and interrelated network players can result in
synergistic solutions and integrated structures that lead to high-quality outcomes [40].

2.1.3. Collaborative Advantage (CA)

CA refers to the strategic benefits derived from SCC that cannot be realized by any
one firm alone, or that can be better realized together by the collaborators [41]. It is a
shared competitive edge enabling firms to improve supply chain performance through
spill-over effects by leveraging partners’ resources, opportunities and knowledge. Cross-
firm supply chain collaboration makes economic sense, as it can reduce costs and improve
the competitiveness of individual firms and the supply chain as a whole. Although broad
in scope, collaboration can be categorized into external and internal types [42] or hori-
zontal and vertical forms [12]. This study specifically focuses on external collaboration
research. Nevertheless, implementing collaboration remains challenging. For instance,
horizontal collaboration may affect vertical collaboration [4], and supply chain parties have
demonstrated varying collaboration attitudes over time [43].

However, research on how to achieve a CA, or even how to identify it, has received
insufficient attention in the literature [8]. Kanter (1994) argues that the scope of collaboration
should be achievable and that all elements of strategic, tactical, operational, interpersonal
and cultural levels need to be considered [44]. Lasker et al. (2001) consider resources
that could enhance partnership synergy in CA [45]. Vangen and Huxham (2006) suggest
developing collaborative leadership to manage ideological and pragmatic balances [41].
Fawcett et al. (2021) argue that it is the commitment of managers that leads to collaborative
capacity and value co-creation that overcomes the challenges of collaboration [46]. Given
this, this study proposes that SE provides a comprehensive approach to achieve a CA.
SE involves entrepreneurial mindset, culture, leadership, strategic resource management
and innovation [14]. Particularly, SE emphasizes networking, organizational learning and
growth [17], all of which are key factors in establishing a CA and thus create favorable
conditions for SSCI. This is the origin of this study and an important reason to explore the
achievement of a CA and SSCI from the perspective of SE.

For ease of understanding, Table 1 provides a comprehensive overview of existing
research and the objectives of this study.

Table 1. Overview of the relevant studies.

Research Themes Content of Research Source

Strategic approach of supply chain
management

Strategic entrepreneurship and sustainable supply
chain management; Supply chain from a strategic
approach with the aspect of quality; Firms that
develop a supply chain strategy are better at
supply chain integration; Agri-food firms are
looking to digitalization and sustainable
transformations for a long-term advantage.

Tipu and Fantazy (2018) [21];
Kunnapapdeelert and
Pitchayadejanant (2021) [36];
Kadlubek (2022) [40];
Abbate et al. (2023) [37].

Supply chain collaboration and
collaborative innovation

The impact of supply chain collaboration on
collaborative advantage and firm performance;
The interactions between SE, collaborative
innovation and organizational performance.

Cao and Zhang (2011) [5];
Tsai and Lei (2016) [20];
Estrada-Cruz et al. (2022) [22].
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Table 1. Cont.

Research Themes Content of Research Source

Collaboration and sustainable supply
chain innovation

The positive effect of collaborative innovation on
the sustainability of supply chains; Collaborative
activities with supply chain partners boost
sustainable supply chain innovation; The
complexity of collaboration in supply chain
networks; Open innovation as an enhancer of
sustainable innovation ecosystems; Supply chain
transparency and the choice of collaborative
partners in a circular economy impact sustainable
supply chain management.

Lee (2019) [3];
Shan et al. (2020) [2];
Huang et al. (2020) [4];
Costa and Matias (2020) [35];
Abbate et al. (2023) [38].

Strategic entrepreneurship and
collaborative advantage

Explore how to build dynamic collaborative
relationships and achieve collaborative advantage
for supply chain partners in order to maximize the
effectiveness of supply chain collaboration and
promote sustainable supply chain innovation.

The present study.

2.2. Theoretical Foundations
2.2.1. Strategy–Structure–Performance (SSP) Paradigm

The SSP paradigm emphasizes the importance of strategy–structure alignment as
a prerequisite for superior business performance. The SSP paradigm argues that the
organizational structure should match the strategy to ensure the successful implementation
of the strategy [47]. In recent years, the SSP paradigm has been widely used in supply chain
research, for example, in the areas of supply chain strategy and risk management [48]. This
study will enrich the related literature by applying the SSP paradigm to the study of the
impact of SE on CA.

Specifically, this study seeks to validate how to align strategy and organizational struc-
ture to achieve a greater CA. Organizational structure is categorized into decentralization,
formalization and specialization [49]. In order to achieve better performance in SCC, which
is measured by CA in this study, the appropriate organizational structure should match
the strategy. This implies that the impact of SE on CA is moderated by the organizational
structure, and, therefore, the SSP paradigm provides a theoretical basis for investigating
the contingent effect of organizational structure on this impact.

2.2.2. Extended Resource-Based View (RBV)

According to the RBV, valuable, scarce, inimitable and non-substitutable (VRIN)
unique resources and capabilities give firms a competitive advantage [50]. Firms with
strong dynamic capabilities are highly entrepreneurial, willing to adapt themselves to the
business ecosystem through innovation and collaboration [30], and can leverage not only
strategic resources within the organization, but also across organizational boundaries to
access network resources.

Furthermore, the RBV is extended to the context of ecosystems where the value
proposition is provided by multiple partners with complementary resources [51]. This
brings about an inter-organizational competitive advantage, namely s CA belonging to
the collaborators [4]. This recognizes network relationships as an important strategic
resource, and thus the extended RBV provides a theoretical basis for exploring the role
of collaborative networks in achieving a CA in supply chains. Meanwhile, regarding
the relationship between exploration and exploitation strategies, there is a concern that
the two strategies may hinder each other due to resource constraints within the firm. To
address this concern, this study distinguishes the different resource attributes in vertical
and horizontal collaboration and proposes solutions to achieve strategic ambidexterity in
different functional domains.
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3. Conceptual Model and Hypotheses Development
3.1. Conceptual Model

Based on the literature review in Section 2, this study develops an integrated SE-based
conceptual model for achieving a CA, as shown in Figure 1. In the model, this study pro-
poses that both exploration and exploitation strategies under SE have a positive impact on
CA, and that this impact is influenced by the contingent effects of organizational structure
and collaborative networks. Furthermore, this study explores the detailed relationship
between exploration and exploitation strategies and how to balance the two strategies to
further improve CA. These are important issues for exploring the underlying mechanism
for achieving a CA and SSCI. Therefore, the hypotheses discussed in Section 3.2 (H1a–H5c)
are presented in this study.
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3.2. Hypotheses Development
3.2.1. Relationship between SE and CA

SE signifies a firm’s ability to be ambidextrous regarding both the exploration strategy
and the exploitation strategy [52]. The exploration strategy is more favorable for the future
viability of the firm and the exploitation strategy serves for present viability [53]. More
specifically, the exploration strategy implies ways to innovate and differentiate products
and services from competitors [54]. As such, firms are pursuing a CA more aggressively
by absorbing new resources from the outside [55], including through expanding collabora-
tive networks.

In contrast, the exploitation strategy emphasizes operation efficiency, refinement and
reliability [35]. It impels firms to deeply exploit the existing knowledge to improve their
capacity for development [56]. It further exploits the increase in present competitive advan-
tage by managing existing resources more effectively and efficiently through continuous
innovation of products and services or by strengthening the relationships with existing
supply chain partners [30], which will subsequently increase the CA. Despite differences
in means and objectives, both strategies contribute to building organizational advantages
and facilitating collaborative relationships [22,32]. Therefore, this study proposes the
following hypotheses:

H1a. The exploration strategy has a positive and significant impact on CA.

H1b. The exploitation strategy has a positive and significant impact on CA.
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3.2.2. Moderating Effect of Organizational Structure

The organizational structure is a means through which team members coordinate work
that has been divided into specific tasks. It is a critical element for strategic implementation
and a unique, inimitable and non-substitutable resource that affects organization members’
behaviors [57]. There are three types of organizational structure, i.e., decentralization,
formalization and specialization. Decentralization is the extent to which top management
delegates decision making and evaluation authority to lower-level teams [39]; formalization
is the extent to which formal rules, instructions and procedures govern the working
relationships and communication in writing [58]; and specialization refers to the degree of
segmentation of tasks and activities and the autonomy of members in accomplishing tasks.

In highly centralized firms, the top management controls the authority for decision
making and evaluation [59]. This reduces the efficiency and effectiveness of decision mak-
ing, as well as employee engagement. Effective collaboration depends on the participation
of all levels of organization [28] under either an exploration or exploitation strategy. In
contrast, a decentralized organization means more authority to the whole team, and higher
employee participation facilitates the team to gain the resources needed for exploration or
exploitation strategies and assists in a high-quality implementation of strategies from the
top to the bottom. Therefore, the effect of both exploration and exploitation strategies on
CA should increase for firms with a decentralized organizational structure than for those
with a centralized one. This leads to the following hypotheses:

H2a. Decentralization has a positive and significant moderating effect on the positive impact of the
exploration strategy on CA.

H3a. Decentralization has a positive and significant moderating effect on the positive impact of the
exploitation strategy on CA.

In highly formalized firms, organizational activities and staff behaviors are governed
by formal procedures and rules, resulting in high organization structural inertia and low
flexibility. On the contrary, firms with an organizational structure with a low level of
formalization encourage horizontal and vertical collaborations and interactions [39]. To
achieve a higher level of CA, both exploration and exploitation strategies drive the focal
firm to engage in some kind of collaboration with supply chain partners. A high level
of formalization would restrict the access to both internal and external or horizontal and
vertical collaborations, and also would limit the effectiveness and creativeness of resource
utilization gained through collaboration. This leads to hypotheses as follows:

H2b. Formalization has a negative and significant moderating effect on the positive impact of the
exploration strategy on CA.

H3b. Formalization has a negative and significant moderating effect on the positive impact of the
exploitation strategy on CA.

In highly specialized firms, there is a high proportion of employees who are the experts
in specific areas and put their efforts into well-defined work activities [39], and the work
is usually divided narrowly according to the requested know-how. Additionally, firms
with a high level of specialization tend to be less flexible and usually highly specialized
in providing certain specific products or services [60]. This would decrease the compati-
bility and adaptability required in collaborative relationships under both exploration and
exploitation strategies. Therefore, this study proposes hypotheses as follows:

H2c. Specialization has a negative and significant moderating effect on the positive impact of the
exploration strategy on CA.

H3c. Specialization has a negative and significant moderating effect on the positive impact of the
exploitation strategy on CA.
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3.2.3. Moderating Effect of Collaborative Networks

Based on the industrial network approach, firms are embedded in complex networks
that provide resources for viability and sustainability [61]. There are four types of partners
in collaborative networks, namely suppliers, customers, competitors and universities and
research institutes [62]. Collaboration with suppliers can assist firms to gain the expertise
and more comprehensive perspectives to improve and optimize the ways of developing
products and services. Collaboration with customers can assist firms to better identify
the potential market opportunities and position themselves more precisely in the market.
Collaboration with competitors provides a synergistic effect in solving the same problems,
keeps firms more knowledgeable about the competitors’ strategies, and then enables them
to differentiate themselves. Collaboration with universities and research institutes is an
important means to gain the state-of-the-art scientific knowledge and innovation outcomes.
Therefore, this study proposes hypotheses as follows:

H4a. Collaborative networks have a positive and significant moderating effect on the positive impact
of the exploration strategy on CA.

H4b. Collaborative networks have a positive and significant moderating effect on the positive impact
of the exploitation strategy on CA.

3.2.4. Interaction between Exploration and Exploitation Strategies

Exploration and exploitation strategies are two ways that organizations achieve differ-
ent types of innovation. The exploration strategy often means searching for new knowledge
that leads to radical innovation, while the exploitation strategy uses the current knowledge
base to generate incremental innovation; therefore, some scholars argue that exploration
and exploitation strategies are difficult to deploy simultaneously or may be mutually con-
straining due to resource restrictions [35]. Additionally, there is a high requirement on
managers’ multifaceted capabilities and expertise, which might be particularly lacking
in SMEs compared to large firms [63]. Conversely, other scholars have found that the
two strategies are mutually reinforcing, as the resources gained from one promote the
other, and therefore they are correlated positively [24] and imbalance between them would
decrease performance [64]. In line with the latter view, this study argues that exploration
and exploitation strategies interact positively with CA because, contrary to the traditional
assumption that treats a firm’s resources as constant and limited within organizational
boundaries, firms can gain access to network resources through collaboration. However,
the interaction effects do differ between SMEs and large firms due to the differences in the
ability to manage resources. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H5a. There is a positive interaction effect between exploration and exploitation strategies on CA.

H5b. The imbalance between exploration and exploitation strategies has a negative and significant
impact on CA.

H5c. Firm size positively moderates the interaction effect of exploration and exploitation strategies
on CA, such that the interaction effect of the two strategies on CA is stronger in large firms than
in SMEs.

4. Methodology
4.1. Sample and Data Collection

For the purpose of empirical research, this study conducted a questionnaire survey
with manufacturing firms in three provinces in Northeast China, namely Liaoning, Jilin and
Heilongjiang. The selected sample contains 1000 firms, which are roughly equal in number
across major industries and include a variety of firm sizes. The reasons for this choice of
sample are threefold: firstly, Northeast China is one of the most important industrial bases
in Asia and there are complete manufacturing supply chains; secondly, the chosen region
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is undergoing a historic revitalization and industrial transformation [65] which will have
important theoretical and practical implications, especially for other regions of the world
with similar circumstances; thirdly, this study follows the suggestion to choose samples
from the same geographical and market environment [66].

The sample firms were checked individually and 35 were found to be inoperative
or unreachable, leaving 965 potential respondents. The questionnaire was prepared in
both English and Chinese for publication and data processing, respectively, and was trans-
lated back and forth by two professional translators with relevant industry experience to
minimize potential misinterpretation. To facilitate data collection, an online questionnaire
compiled by wjx.cn (a survey platform commonly applied in China) was used and dis-
tributed to senior executives holding positions such as CEO, (vice) president and general
manager. Two follow up, reminder emails were sent to each of the users who had not
responded within two weeks. Finally, a total of 432 valid responses were collected, yielding
a response rate of 44.7% of the potential respondents. Non-response bias was checked
by comparing the response correlations of early and late respondents, and no significant
differences were found in terms of key characteristics. Out of the 432 valid firms, 15.1% are
from the automobile and machinery manufacturing sector, 15.5% are from the pharmaceu-
tical sector, 13.9% are from the aerospace and equipment sector, 15.3% are from electronic
communications, 15.7% are from the apparel sector, 15.9% are from the food sector and
8.6% are from others. More detailed information is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Demographic profile of sample firms.

Items Types Percent

Ownership

State-owned 25.9%
Chinese private 27.1%

Joint venture 23.4%
Foreign-invested 23.6%

Years of establishment

Less than 3 19.7%
3–8 22.5%

9–14 30.6%
15–20 16.7%

21 or more 10.6%

Number of full-time employees

Less than 200 27.5%
200–499 24.5%
500–999 20.1%

1000 or more 27.7%

Average annual sales in the past three years (RMB million)

Less than 5 16.9%
5–10 22.0%

10–50 23.6%
50–100 14.6%

100–400 13.2%
400 or more 9.7%

4.2. Measures

This study used the well-established measurement items from the literature and
implemented procedures to improve the validity. Firstly, the most appropriate items were
used for each variable based on the context of the study and questions were developed
using a seven-point Likert scale based on the measurement items. Secondly, a reference
group of four industrial experts was consulted and the questions were refined according
to the feedback. For example, it was suggested to integrate similar questions such as
high-quality and reliable products, rapid new product development and launching new
products quickly. Thirdly, a pilot study involving six senior managers was conducted to
validate the measures and the items were revised further. For instance, the revisions include
highlighting that process efficiency and offering flexibility are based on comparisons with
industry norms. The final measurement items are attached in Appendix A and are briefly
described below.
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CA was measured by five indicators, namely process efficiency, offering flexibility,
business synergy, quality and innovation [5], with synthesized key points from previous
studies [67–69]. For SE, this paper examined the exploration strategy and the exploitation
strategy, and then adopted the items from Siren et al. (2012) [70]. Organizational structure
was a nine-item construct adopted from Olson et al. (2005) to measure decentralization,
formalization and specialization [49]. Collaborative networks were measured using items
from Tsai (2009) [61], and the extent of collaboration with suppliers, customers, competitors
and universities and research institutes was surveyed.

4.3. Common Method Bias Assessment

Using data from a single respondent per firm may result in common method bias
(CMB). For this reason, this study started by assessing the CMB with Harman’s single-factor
test. The results showed that 10 factors of eigenvalues above 1.0 explained 64.2% of the
total variance. Of these, the first factor explained 25.8% of the variance, which was not the
majority of the total variance. This means that CMB is not a major problem [71]. Secondly,
a single factor confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted, showing fit indices of
χ2/df = 7.292; IFI = 0.463; TLI = 0.434; and RMSEA = 0.121, which were significantly
worse than those of the measurement model. This doubly confirms that CMB is not a
problem [72]. To further assess CMB, this paper compared the measurement model and the
same model with the included method factor. The model fit indices showed marginally
improved (∆CMIN/DF = 0.014; ∆RMSEA = 0.005; ∆Standardized RMR = 0.011; ∆IFI = 0.013;
∆CFI = 0.013). Once again, this indicates that CMB is not a major concern herewith [65].

4.4. Measurement Assessment, Reliability and Validity

In order to confirm the adequate fit of the measurement model to the data, a CFA was
performed firstly in Amos 26.0. It showed positive results with fit indices of χ2 = 1226.586,
p < 0, χ2/df = 1.520; GFI = 0.886, AGFI = 0.866, IFI = 0.958, TLI = 0.952, CFI = 0.958 and
RMSEA = 0.035, based on the suggested threshold values of goodness-of-fit, i.e., χ2/df < 3;
IFI, TLI, CFI > 0.95; and RMSEA < 0.08. The detailed statistics of the measurement analysis
are listed in Table 3. It shows that all the values of Cronbach’s alpha and composite
reliabilities (CRs) are above 0.7, indicating adequate reliability [73]; all item loadings
are above 0.6 and significant at the 0.01 level; and all average variance extracted (AVE)
are above 0.5, representing adequate convergent validity. Meanwhile, the VIF values of
independent and moderating variables are all less than 3.3, indicating that there is no
serious multicollinearity problem [73]. As shown in Table 4, all the square roots of AVEs
are greater than the corresponding inter-construct correlations, demonstrating adequate
discriminant validity [74]. These indicate that both reliability and construct validity are
acceptable and support proceeding to the next step of empirical analysis.

Table 3. Mean, SD, factor loading, Cronbach’s alpha, CR and AVE.

Variable Measurement Items Loading * Mean SD AVE CR Cronbach’s Alpha VIF

ER

ER1 0.871

4.400 0.868 0.543 0.876 0.874 1.270

ER2 0.782

ER3 0.670

ER4 0.661

ER5 0.683

ER6 0.732
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Table 3. Cont.

Variable Measurement Items Loading * Mean SD AVE CR Cronbach’s Alpha VIF

EI

EI1 0.832

4.80 0.747 0.507 0.860 0.859 1.247

EI2 0.669

EI3 0.662

EI4 0.735

EI5 0.716

EI6 0.642

DE

DE1 0.864

3.390 1.515 0.625 0.833 0.830 2.182DE2 0.759

DE3 0.742

FO

FO1 0.847

3.910 1.301 0.646 0.846 0.842 1.750FO2 0.807

FO3 0.784

SP

SP1 0.894

4.190 1.917 0.715 0.813 0.810 1.356SP2 0.862

SP3 0.857

CN

CLc 0.777

4.350 1.053 0.688 0.898 0.897 1.132
CLs 0.862

CLp 0.822

CLr 0.855

PE

PE1 0.827

4.570 1.041 0.518 0.818 0.814 1.792
PE2 0.681

PE3 0.683

PE4 0.715

OF

OF1 0.878

4.230 1.182 0.587 0.849 0.845 2.138OF2 0.702

OF3 0.721

BS

BS1 0.809

4.440 1.008 0.517 0.810 0.806 2.206
BS2 0.667

BS3 0.698

BS4 0.695

QU
QU1 0.855

4.400 1.045 0.571 0.798 0.791 1.539QU2 0.714

QU3 0.686

IN

IN1 0.820

4.240 1.247 0.626 0.834 0.832 2.055IN2 0.791

IN3 0.761

Note: SD: standard deviation; ER: exploration strategy; EI: exploitation strategy; DE: decentralization; FO:
formalization; SP: specialization; CN: collaborative networks; PE: process efficiency; OF: offering flexibility; BS:
business synergy; QU: quality; IN: innovation. * All factor loading significant at the p < 0.01 level.
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Table 4. Inter-construct correlations and discriminate validity.

CN SP FO DE EI ER IN QL BS OF PE

Collaborative Networks (CN) 0.829

Specialization (SP) 0.046 0.846

Formalization (FO) −0.310 * 0.533 * 0.804

Decentralization (DE) 0.163 * −0.664 * −0.709 * 0.791

Exploitation (EI) 0.121 * −0.219 * −0.228 * 0.392 * 0.712

Exploration (ER) 0.140 * −0.258 * −0.255 * 0.352 * 0.224 * 0.737

Innovation (IN) 0.107 * −0.351 * −0.264 * 0.524 * 0.362 * 0.428 * 0.791

Quality (QL) 0.102 * −0.260 * −0.317 * 0.484 * 0.372 * 0.287 * 0.598 * 0.756

Bus_Synergy (BS) −0.003 −0.422 * −0.186 * 0.466 * 0.432 * 0.421 * 0.567 * 0.559 * 0.720

Flexibility (OF) 0.174 * −0.337 * −0.235 * 0.487 * 0.366 * 0.437 * 0.694 * 0.570 * 0.728 * 0.766

Process efficiency (PE) 0.115 * −0.431 * −0.366 * 0.561 * 0.346 * 0.377 * 0.629 * 0.584 * 0.613 * 0.671 * 0.729

Note: (1) The italicized figures along the diagonal are the squared root of AVEs; (2) * p < 0.05.

5. Empirical Analysis and Results

To examine the hypotheses, this study constructed structural equation models in
Amos 26.0 by the maximum likelihood method. A baseline model was built to examine
the main effects (Figure 2), and other models were built to examine the moderating effects
by adding the interaction terms, e.g., decentralization*exploration (DE*ER) and decen-
tralization*exploitation (DE*EI) in Model 2a and formalization*exploration (FO*ER) and
formalization*exploitation (FO*EI) in Model 2b.
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In the baseline model, the effects of the exploration strategy and the exploitation
strategy were examined, respectively, with collaborative advantage (CA) as a dependent
variable and firm’s ownership, size and age as control variables. The values of control
variables were transferred to their corresponding natural logarithm value to resolve the
skewness problem. As reported in Table 5, the model fitted the data well, with 2/df = 1.497,
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IFI = 0.967, TLI = 0.963, CFI = 0.966 and RMSEA = 0.034. The results indicate that the
standardized path coefficients (β) are 0.43 (t = 7.56) and 0.39 (t = 6.71), which are all
significant at p < 0.01. Hypothesis 1a (H1a) and 1b (H1b) were supported. This confirmed
that both exploration and exploitation strategies have a positive and significant impact
on CA.

Table 5. Estimation of the baseline structural model (main effects).

Item Main Effect

Model fit Model 1

χ2/d.f 1.497

IFI 0.967

TLI 0.963

CFI 0.966

RMSEA 0.034

Path Estimate
ER→CA 0.430 (7.561)
EI→CA 0.387 (6.714)
Controls
Age→CA 0.043 (−0.954)
Size→CA −0.008 (0.182)
Ownership→CA −0.040 (0.889)
R2 0.363

Note: t-values are in parentheses.

To examine the moderating effects of organizational structure, the interaction terms
of SE (i.e., ER for exploration strategy; EI for exploitation strategy) and organizational
structure (i.e., DE for decentralization; FO for formalization; SP for specialization) were
added to the baseline model, forming Models 2a, 2b, 2c and Model 3 in Table 6. Similarly,
Model 4 was constructed to examine the effect of imbalance (absolute difference) between
exploration and exploitation on CA and Models 5a, 5b, 5c were constructed based on the
full sample as well as subsamples of SMEs and large firms, where SMEs and large firms
were divided according to the 500 employee cut-off in previous studies [4,53] to examine the
interaction effects of exploration and exploitation. To avoid the multi-collinearity problem,
all the items were mean centered before creating the interaction terms [75]. As reported
in Table 6, the path from DE*ER to CA is positive and significant (β = 0.113; t = 1.739;
p < 0.1), supporting H2a. This confirms the positive moderating effect of decentralization
on the impact of the exploration strategy on CA. The path from DE*EI to CA is negative
and insignificant (β = −0.042; t = −0.743; p > 0.1); thus, H3a is not supported. This may be
due to the fact that decentralization expands the firm’s access to new resources and knowl-
edge [76], which is emphasized by the exploration strategy, but reduces the management
and operational efficiency, which is needed by the exploitation strategy. In the same way,
the hypotheses listed in Table 7 for H2b through H5c were tested and most of them were
supported, except for H3b and H3c. That means the moderating effects of formalization
and specialization on the impact of exploitation on CA are insignificant, although they
are still negative as hypothesized. This may be due to the fact that exploitation empha-
sizes accuracy and serving the current customers [29,30] and formalization does lead to
stability, albeit at the expense of efficiency, while specialized firms have more specialists
that can better serve the same group of customers, albeit with deficiencies in flexibility
and collaboration. Model 5b was built based on a subsample of SMEs, revealing that the
interaction effect of exploration and exploitation was positive but insignificant (β = 0.063;
t = 1.003; p > 0.1); Model 5c indicated a positive and significant interaction effect for large
firms (β = 0.133; t = 1.893; p < 0.1). H5c was supported.
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Table 6. Estimation of the structural models (interaction effects).

Items Interaction Effects

Model fit Model 2a Model 2b Model 2c Model 3 Model 4 Model 5a Model 5b Model 5c

χ2/d.f 1.414 1.581 1.516 1.634 1.745 1.443 1.167 1.322
IFI 0.958 0.943 0.952 0.939 0.947 0.968 0.980 0.937
TLI 0.953 0.936 0.947 0.933 0.941 0.964 0.977 0.929
CFI 0.957 0.942 0.951 0.939 0.946 0.967 0.979 0.936
RMSEA 0.031 0.037 0.035 0.038 0.042 0.032 0.027 0.040

Path Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

DE*ER→CA 0.113 (1.739)

DE*EI→CA −0.042
(−0.743)

FO*ER→CA −0.158
(−2.516)

FO*EI→CA −0.066
(−1.045)

SP*ER→CA −0.121
(−2.204)

SP*EI→CA −0.036
(−0.683)

CN*ER→CA 0.145 (2.126)
CN*EI→CA 0.130 (2.143)

|ER-EI|→CA −0.081
(−1.789)

ER*EI→CA 0.089 (2.005) 0.063 (1.003) 0.133 (1.893)
Controls

Age→CA −0.062
(−1.399)

−0.044
(−1.029)

−0.030
(−0.743)

−0.040
(−0.916)

−0.039
(−0.870)

−0.041
(−0.922)

−0.092
(−1.466) 0.005 (0.071)

Size→CA 0.104 (2.647) 0.047 (1.086) 0.104 (2.529) −0.061
(−1.379)

−0.015
(−0.327)

−0.010
(−0.216)

−0.075
(−1.194) 0.202 (2.707)

Ownnership→CA 0.038 (0.982) 0.057 (1.319) 0.061 (1.504) 0.050 (1.124) 0.055 (1.234) 0.049 (1.109) 0.012 (0.198) 0.063 (0.923)
R2 0.569 0.432 0.504 0.394 0.455 0.371 0.307 0.345
∆R2 0.206 0.069 0.141 0.031 0.092 0.008 - -

Note: t-values are in parentheses.

Table 7. Results of the hypothesis tests.

Hypothesis Result

H1a. The exploration strategy has a positive and significant impact on CA. Supported

H1b. The exploitation strategy has a positive and significant impact on CA. Supported

H2a. Decentralization positively moderates the impact of the exploration strategy on CA. Supported

H3a. Decentralization positively moderates the impact of the exploitation strategy on CA. Not supported

H2b. Formalization negatively moderates the impact of the exploration strategy on CA. Supported

H3b. Formalization negatively moderates the impact of the exploitation strategy on CA. Not supported

H2c. Specialization negatively moderates the impact of the exploration strategy on CA. Supported

H3c. Specialization negatively moderates the impact of the exploitation strategy on CA. Not supported

H4a. Collaborative networks positively moderate the impact of the exploration strategy on CA. Supported

H4b. Collaborative networks positively moderate the impact of the exploitation strategy on CA. Supported

H5a. There is a positive interaction effect between exploration and exploitation strategies on CA. Supported

H5b. The imbalance between exploration and exploitation strategies negatively impacts CA. Supported

H5c. Firm size positively moderates the interaction effect of exploration and exploitation strategies on CA. Supported

5.1. Ad Hoc Analysis

While the positive interaction effect between exploration and exploitation strategies
on CA has been validated and an imbalance between the two would decrease the CA, it
raises another key question, namely, how to balance the two strategies to achieve strategic
ambidexterity. In practice, ambidexterity is thought to be hard to reach or ineffective in
some conditions [77,78]. However, there are some studies in the literature that have pro-
vided valuable ideas. For example, Lavie et al. (2011) and Voss and Voss (2013) recommend
balancing exploration and exploitation strategies across functional domains rather than
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within a single activity domain to avoid conflicts in resource allocation [79]. On that basis,
this study classifies the collaborative networks into vertical and horizontal collaboration
based on different resource attributes and functional domains. Vertical collaboration with
suppliers and customers is mainly for the functional domain of production and marketing
(P&M), while horizontal collaboration with competitors, universities and research institutes
is for research and development (R&D). In line with a previous study [80], this study exam-
ined three types of strategic interactions, namely (1) pure exploration or pure exploitation
across the two domains, (2) within-function ambidexterity (i.e., balance exploration and
exploitation within a single domain) and (3) cross-functional ambidexterity (i.e., balance
two strategies across two domains). The results in Table 8 indicate that the interaction effect
of exploration and exploitation strategies on CA remains significantly effective only when
it is performed across functional domains (β = 0.082; t = 1.896; p < 0.1).

Table 8. Ad hoc analysis results.

Main Effects Estimate

ER→CA 0.430 (7.191)
EI→CA 0.387 (5.853)
R&D exploration −0.056 (−1.307)
P&M exploration 0.104 (2.397)
R&D exploitation 0.095 (2.202)
P&M exploitation 0.008 (0.191)
Strategic interactions
(1) Pure strategic emphasis

R&D exploration*P&M exploration −0.036 (−0.846)
R&D exploitation*P&M exploitation 0.026 (0.597)

(2) Within-function ambidexterity
R&D exploration*R&D exploitation 0.070 (1.637)
P&M exploration*P&M exploitation −0.033 (−0.782)

(3) Cross-functional ambidexterity
R&D exploration*P&M exploitation

R&D exploitation*R&D exploration 0.082 (1.896)

Controls
Age→CA −0.043 (−1.009)
Size→CA −0.057 (−1.333)
Ownership→CA 0.048 (1.130)
R2 0.428

Note: (1) R&D: research and development; P&M: production and marketing; (2) t-values are in parentheses.

6. Conclusions and Implications

This study contributes significantly to the literature by applying strategic entrepreneur-
ship (SE) to the supply chain innovation research and specifically sheds light on the key
issue of how to promote sustainable supply chain innovation from the perspective of CA.
Through a comprehensive interdisciplinary theoretical analysis and an in-depth empirical
investigation based on 432 manufacturing firms in China, this study has addressed the
research questions and objectives designed in the beginning. Firstly, both exploration and
exploitation strategies have positive and significant impacts on CA, but different organi-
zational structures may enhance or weaken this impact. For instance, the positive impact
of the exploration strategy on CA is enhanced in decentralized firms but weakened in
formalized and specialized firms. Additionally, there is a positive moderating effect of
collaborative networks on the impact of SE on CA. However, collaboration with different
supply chain partners, such as vertical collaboration with suppliers and customers or
horizontal collaboration with competitors and research institutes, will bring about different
types of resources and thus result in different effects on the achievement of a CA and
supply chain innovation. These are the contingent effects of organizational structure and
collaborative networks. From this, the first two research questions were addressed.
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Secondly, the empirical study shows that there is a positive interaction effect between
exploration and exploitation strategies in terms of CA. However, different firms, such as
SMEs and large firms, have different resources and capabilities. Strategic ambidexterity
can be achieved by overcoming internal competition for resources based on the firm’s
circumstances, and by achieving a balance between exploration and exploitation strategies
through the allocation of resources in different functional domains, such as across R&D
and production and marketing areas. This responds to the third research question. In all,
all of these findings provide important implications from both theoretical and manage-
rial perspectives.

6.1. Theoretical Implications

This study fills the gap by applying SE in the research of CA in the supply chain
context. Previous studies have examined the interactions between SE and collaborative
innovation [20] and validated the positive effect of collaborative activities on sustainable
supply chain innovation [2,3]. However, the issue of how to build a dynamic collaborative
relationship with a CA has been neglected. Therefore, this study explores the underlying
mechanisms of how SE can be deployed to achieve a CA and thus promote sustainable
supply chain innovation, and has developed an integrated theoretical model to address
these issues.

Instead of partially stressing the importance of supply chain collaboration, this study
focuses on the establishment of a CA. Based on the empirical results of H1a and H1b in
Section 5, it is confirmed that both exploration and exploitation strategies under SE have a
positive impact on CA. However, the effective implementation of the strategy is influenced
by numerous factors. Drawing on the strategy–structure–performance (SSP) paradigm, this
study has identified the organizational structure as one of the key factors influencing the
impact of SE on CA. Specifically, a decentralized structure enhances the positive impact of
the exploration strategy on CA, but a formalized or specialized one has the contrary effect.
As shown in H2a to H3c, formalization and specialization negatively moderate the positive
impacts of exploration strategy on CA. These results are in line with previous studies in
the literature [50,51]. Furthermore, this study draws on the extended resource-based view
(RBV) to validate the role of collaborative networks. Having verified the positive interaction
effect between exploration and exploitation strategies, this study addresses another key
question, namely, how to balance the two strategies to further improve the CA. The ad hoc
analysis in Section 5.1 reveals that the interaction of exploration and exploitation needs to
be executed across different functional domains; otherwise, the positive interaction effect
will be diminished or reversed. In light of the above, this study takes a comprehensive view
by examining the contingent effects of organizational structure and collaborative networks,
as well as the interaction effect of exploration and exploitation strategies.

6.2. Managerial Implications

This study provides important implications for practitioners as it promotes a dynamic
and contingent view on supply chain collaboration. Firstly, the achievement of a CA
needs to stem from supportive strategies, structures and leadership. As proposed in
the conceptual model in Section 3.1 and examined in the empirical analysis in Section 5,
both exploration and exploitation strategies have a positive impact on CA. Since SE is
ambidextrous on both exploration and exploitation strategies [43], the first managerial
implication is to develop SE in firms for achieving a CA. Secondly, each strategy needs to be
followed by an appropriate organizational structure to ensure its successful implementation.
As shown in Table 7, H2a, H2b and H2c are all supported. This result provides a second
managerial implication that CA can be further improved through alignment between
strategy and organizational structure. This is consistent with previous research that found
that maintaining dynamism facilitates supply chain resilience and sustainability [81,82].
Thirdly, as examined in H4a and H4b, collaborative networks have a positive moderating
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effect on the impact of SE on CA. These encourage firms to expand their network of
collaboration and maintain a sustainable supply chain to achieve a CA.

In addition, the relationship between exploration and exploitation strategies and the
mechanism for balancing the two strategies is another key issue in this study. Firstly, tradi-
tionally, a firm’s resources are usually considered constant, so exploration and exploitation
may hinder each other [35], whereas this study validates a positive interaction effect of the
two strategies to achieve a CA. In the context of collaboration, firms can cross organiza-
tional boundaries to gain network resources, thus breaking through resource constraints.
Therefore, as suggested by the results of H5a and H5b, firms need to balance exploration
and exploitation strategies and avoid the imbalance of the two. Secondly, as shown in H5c,
the interaction effect of exploration and exploitation differs in SMEs and in large firms. This
requires versatile management capabilities and expertise that might be lacking in SMEs [55].
Additionally, SMEs may not be able to establish separate organization units to focus on
exploration and exploitation, respectively, as large firms do [5]. This implies that SMEs and
large firms need to adopt different strategies to balance exploration and exploitation. For
example, in the case that interaction effect in SMEs is not significant, SMEs may adopt a
temporal separation approach, which means balancing the two over time. Large firms, on
the other hand, need to balance the two strategies across different functional domains, such
as across the domains of R&D and production and marketing.

7. Limitations and Future Research Directions

Although this study provides a comprehensive analysis of the research questions,
there are some limitations that could serve as directions for future research. Firstly, in
order to exclude the possible impact of the external environment, such as impacts from
culture and policy, this study surveyed geographically adjacent regions. Future research
can take into consideration other regions and research contexts. Secondly, the empirical
data in this study were selected from across industries. Considering the differences in
industry attributes, future research could conduct longitudinal investigations within a
specific industry. Thirdly, there is a high degree of complexity from strategy development
to implementation, and managers play a key role in properly balancing different strategies.
However, it is not realistic to expect every manager to be a multifaceted leader. Future
research could explore the impact of leadership on strategy and what leadership styles are
most needed under different strategies. Finally, digitization has become a global trend, and
it is recommended that the role of sustainability and the digital transition is considered in
future research on supply chain innovation.
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Appendix A. Measurement Items

AA. Strategic Entrepreneurship (Siren et al., 2012) [70]
Exploration
ER1. My firm actively seeks new ideas that are imaginative and creative.
ER2. My firm’s success is built on its ability to identify and exploit new possibilities in
products, services, technologies and processes.
ER3. My firm produces innovative products and services.
ER4. My firm seeks to meet the customers’ needs in a creative way.
ER5. My firm is bold in creating new markets with great intensity.
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ER6.My firm is actively targeting new customer segments.
Exploitation
EI1. My firm is committed to improving the level of quality and efficiency.
EI2. My firm is constantly improving the stability of our products and services.
EI3. My firm emphasizes the improvement of the automation level in the operations.
EI4. My firm constantly conducts satisfaction surveys on existing customers.
EI5. My firm strives to adjust our offer to maintain the satisfaction of our current customers.
EI6. My firm pays more focus to our existing customer base.
BB. Organization Structure (Olson et al., 2005) [49]
Decentralization
DE1. Front-line managers have the flexibility to decide how to get the work done.
DE2. Front-line managers have a lot of autonomy.
DE3. Important decisions are often made locally instead of centrally.
Formalization
FO1. Our employees usually do things in a step-by-step manner.
FO2. Our employees are often stressed when following the procedures to complete a job.
FO3. Our employees are used to looking to the same person for answers on a variety
of issues.
Specialization
SP1. My firm has many “specialist” employees and they only perform a narrow range
of activities.
SP2. Most of the employees in my firm are generalists (reverse coding) working in vari-
ous jobs.
SP3. My firm expects the employees to be experts in their field of responsibility only.
CC. Collaborative Networks (Tsai, 2009) [61]
CN1. The extent of collaboration with suppliers.
CN2. The extent of collaboration with customers.
CN3. The extent of collaboration with competitors.
CN4. The extent of collaboration with research institutes and universities.
DD. Collaborative Advantage (Cao and Zhang, 2011; Cinelli et al., 2019; Kumar et al.,
2021; Mende et al., 2021) [5,67–69]
Process efficiency
PE1. Compared to industry norms, my firm has achieved agreed unit costs with supply
chain partners.
PE2. Compared to industry norms, my firm meets productivity standards with supply
chain partners.
PE3. Compared to industry norms, my firm meets the delivery time requirements with
supply chain partners.
PE4. Compared to industry norms, my firm works with supply chain partners to meet
inventory (finished goods) requirements.
Offering flexibility
OF1. Compared to industry norms, my firm works with supply chain partners to efficiently
deliver a variety of products and services.
OF2. Compared to industry norms, my firm works with supply chain partners to quickly
deliver customized products and services with different features.
OF3. Compared to industry norms, my firm works with supply chain partners to efficiently
meet the volume requirements of different customers.
OF4. Compared to industry norms, my firm works with supply chain partners to respond
well to the customers.
Business synergy
BS1. My firm and supply chain partners are open in interaction and have aligned infras-
tructures of IT.
BS2. My firm and supply chain partners have aligned knowledge bases and have prepared
for collaborative learning.
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BS3. My firm and supply chain partners have aligned marketing efforts.
BS4. My firm and supply chain partners have aligned production systems.
Quality
QU1. My firm and supply chain partners provide highly reliable products.
QU2. My firm and supply chain partners provide highly durable products.
QU3. My firm and supply chain partners work together to improve product quality.
Innovation
IN1. My firm works with supply chain partners to analyze common innovation activities
and launch new products and services quickly.
IN2. My firm works with supply chain partners to develop new products faster th-
an competitors.
IN3. My firm works with supply chain partners to innovate frequently.
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